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Fuelhawk Equipment Ltd. is focused on bringing quality fueling and fluid 
transfer products to the mining and heavy equipment industry. We are the 
authorized distributor for Fast Fill Systems. We provide a complete product 
offering of fuel receivers, lubricant couplers, fueling nozzles & pressureless 
fill systems.  Rest assured that Fuelhawk Equipment has you covered!

� Eliminates expensive fuel spills
� Nickel Plated
� Solid Steel (more durable than aluminum)
� Fuel theft is minimized
� Max Operating Pressure:  75 PSI
� Changing the replacement receiver does not require

draining the tank

Check Valve Receivers

The Check Valve Receiver allows fuel to flow in only one direction.  It can be mounted directly or remote mounted to 
the tank.  Once installed, receivers can be replaced without draining the tank.  This environment-friendly product is a 
comfortable solution for any fueling configuration.  It's definitely an investment that will add dollars to your bottom line 
for years to come.  
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 Standard Fuel Receivers
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Our standard diesel fuel receiver is made from solid steel and is nickel-plated to ensure a long service life.  With 
careful attention to product design and a receiver cap, receivers will have a long service life free from slow leaks and 
fueling problems.  Designed to accommodate flow rates up to 800 LPM (211 GPM), Fast fill Systems fuel receivers are 
completely compatible with all major manufacturers' diesel fuel nozzles.  Our anodized poppets are color-coded which 
will save time in tracking information for installation, maintenance and spring rating.  
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  Receiver Tools

� Available shut off options: 7, 9, 11 & 12 PSI.
� 2" Male NPT Threads
� Nickel Plated
� Solid Steel (more durable than aluminum)
� Plastics caps available
� Max Operating Pressure:  75 PSI
� 100% Compatable will all major fast fueling diesel nozzles

R150SWR150CVSW
This Check Valve Installation 
Wrench facilitates installation or 
removal of the R150CV.  The 
open back design also allows it 
to be used with R150SW to 
install or remove the R150CVR

The R150SW, 2-1/2" deep 
socket tool is used to install new 
and remove worn down or 
damaged receivers




